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One of the unexpected pleasures I’ve found when using ride-sharing services like Uber and Lyft is 

the opportunity to meet interesting drivers and learn about their personal stories. I enjoy hearing 

about what prompted them to become a driver. It’s not uncommon to learn that they’re leveraging the 

flexibility of the ride-sharing schedule to support their education or an entrepreneurial pursuit.

Recently, after finding out that I coach businesses, an Uber driver asked me a great question, “What is 

the best piece of advice you would give a young entrepreneur?” I responded to him with a quote from 

one of my mentors, Robert Wagnon, “To have an extraordinary life, you have to surround yourself with 

extraordinary people.”

It’s true — nothing has advanced my personal and professional growth more than the quality of people 

in my personal network. As a result, I often suggest to entrepreneurs and business leaders a few 

actions to build and maintain a great business network.

Here are four ways to surround yourself with extraordinary people:

1. Start by actively seeking mentors. 

The best way to achieve your goals is to learn from someone that has already accomplished similar 

goals. That being said, it’s not always easy to find the right mentor. In order to find someone from 

whom you can learn, it’s important to be active in your search. Start by asking entrepreneurs, leaders 

or thought-leaders that you admire if they would be willing to be a mentor to you. I’ve been pleasantly 

surprised at how willing people are to share their experiences and time. If you find a mentor, be 

respectful of their time and always show your appreciation for their support. And when appropriate, 

pay it forward by becoming a mentor to someone else.

2 .Next, identify and join organizations that will support your professional and personal 

growth. 

Almost every industry has organizations that provide ongoing news, conferences, and professional 

connections. Also, look for groups in your local community where you can meet individuals outside of 

your industry. Sometimes a connection at a church, non-profit or service organization can be invaluable 

at moving your career forward. One of the best decisions I made as a young entrepreneur was to join 
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the Entrepreneurs’ Organization (http://www.eonetwork.org)., an international non-profit association 

that engages leading entrepreneurs in learning and growing. The core of EO is a peer-based forum 

of other entrepreneurs in non-competing industries who also want to learn and grow. Over time, I 

discovered that surrounding myself with other successful entrepreneurs challenged me to improve 

myself and my business.

3. Attend workshops, conferences, and seminars. 

In addition to showcasing great speakers, events provide a great forum to meet like-minded individuals 

who share similar interests. When attending an event, make sure you get out of your comfort zone and 

meet as many people as possible. And make sure to follow up with people you meet at these events, 

such as connecting with them through social media sites, especially LinkedIn.

4.Finally, read. Books, blogs, and articles are the most accessible way to tap into the 

minds of extraordinary people. 

Warren Buffet and Charlie Munger, longtime business partners at Berkshire Hathaway, estimate that 

they spend 80 percent of their working day reading. Charlie stated succinctly, “Go to bed smarter than 

when you woke up.”

Books provide a virtually unlimited number of choices for great topics and authors. I personally read 

a lot of business books, but I also read biographies of successful people. The biographies give me 

insight into the lives, habits and experiences of people I will never meet — sometimes providing 

valuable lessons that affect the way I work and coach other businesses.

Whether it’s in the back of an Uber or at a networking event, make a commitment to get out of your 

comfort zone and engage with extraordinary people. After all, the lessons, experiences and friendships 

you build will directly contribute to an extraordinary life.

This article originally appeared on smallbizdaily.com.

http://www.eonetwork.org
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The Petra Experience is like a Mental Marathon of focused effort to create a 

specific set of priorities and a planned proccess to achieve them... as a team.

Looking to change your business life - forever?

The daily grind of growing a business is tough… it doesn’t have to be that way. We work 

from our own business experiences while focusing on your business – as coach and 

an accountability partner. We implement the Petra Process in a way that ensures it 

“sticks” then we stay engaged to keep you on your path to success and less frustration. 

We don’t want this to be just another thing you start – then it gets ignored and finally 

dies… let’s stop that cycle in your business. The Petra Program ‘clarifies’ what is most 

important to be done – by whom, by when – AND creates an accountability structure 

to ensure IT GETS DONE.

THE PETRA EXPERIENCE


